Improving surface EMG burst detection in infrahyoid muscles during swallowing using digital filters and discrete wavelet analysis.
The visual inspection is a widely used method for evaluating the surface electromyographic signal (sEMG) during deglutition, a process highly dependent of the examiners expertise. It is desirable to have a less subjective and automated technique to improve the onset detection in swallowing related muscles, which have a low signal-to-noise ratio. In this work, we acquired sEMG measured in infrahyoid muscles with high baseline noise of ten healthy adults during water swallowing tasks. Two methods were applied to find the combination of cutoff frequencies that achieve the most accurate onset detection: discrete wavelet decomposition based method and fixed steps variations of low and high cutoff frequencies of a digital bandpass filter. Teager-Kaiser Energy operator, root mean square and simple threshold method were applied for both techniques. Results show a narrowing of the effective bandwidth vs. the literature recommended parameters for sEMG acquisition. Both level 3 decomposition with mother wavelet db4 and bandpass filter with cutoff frequencies between 130 and 180Hz were optimal for onset detection in infrahyoid muscles. The proposed methodologies recognized the onset time with predictive power above 0.95, that is similar to previous findings but in larger and more superficial muscles in limbs.